
One Chapter Closes and Another 
Begins! Thanks be to God and to our 
Acres of Hope family! 
End of school exams are complete at Acres of Hope and at the secondary 

schools in Uganda!  

For the Primary 7 students at Acres of Hope, the next chapter will be 

Secondary school, similar to our high school boarding schools. We have the 

largest class of Acres of Hope graduates to date and we ask for your prayers 

over these 22 students as they enter their next chapter! 

For the first time in AOH history, we have 4 students graduating from 

Secondary school! In a time and place where poverty and hopelessness can 

easily set in, AOH has taken your prayers  and generosity and accomplished so 

much! All 4 students hope to pursue further specialized learning at universities 

similar to our colleges. Please pray intentionally for these students.  And as 

their resources are limited at best, please consider a one time or recurring 

donation to our university fund. Our greatest hope is that these 4 students 

can all attend university and realize their full potential! 

The university bound students are Samuel Mugisha, Eve Kisapamungu, Ivan 

Jawiambe and Felix Dunia. We want you to get to know these young people! 

Therefore, in this newsletter and the next 3 we will highlight one student. Up 

first is Samuel! 
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Williamson’s Chapel UMC Sponsorship Event  

With normalcy slowing returning, we were able to host our first sponsorship event in quite some time! Williamson’s Chapel 

graciously allowed us to highlight 11 children who were in need of sponsors during worship services on May 16th and 23rd. The 

generosity, care and love from those in attendance on those 2 Sundays was overwhelming! In fact, we experienced a first! All of the 

students at Acres of Hope were sponsored! We are so grateful for our sponsors! God is changing lives through angels like you!  

Samuel 
Samuel is 19 years old and has been a part of 

Acres of Hope since he was Primary 4. When his 

father died, his mother was left to support 

Samuel along with his 2 brothers and his sister.  

Samuel is a quiet young man, but with his bright 

mind and love of biology and chemistry, the 

teachers and staff at AOH soon recognized his 

potential! Samuel graduated from Lakeside  

school in Kampala this year. Samuel says, "I 

completed Senior 6 this year. I thank God for 

pushing me this far. While at school I was toiling 

to become a vet doctor. I would like to go to  

Makerere University. Thank you for your 

support and prayers." 
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